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PER CURIAM:*

The plaintiff-appellant, Felicien LeJeune, appeals the district court’s judgment that the

defendant-appellee, the Social Security Commissioner, correctly denied disability benefits to LeJeune.

LeJeune contends that the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) assigned to his case improperly relied

on certain medical evidence in the record, and ignored evidence indicating that LeJeune was disabled.

LeJeune also maintains that the ALJ improperly relied exclusively on the Social Security

Commission’s Medical-Vocational guidelines in determining that LeJeune maintained the Residual

Functional Capacity (“RFC”) to perform medium work.  Finally, LeJeune argues that ALJ  improperly

found that LeJeune was literate and “marginally educated”in its consideration of LeJeune’s ability to

find alternate employment.

This court conducts only a limited review of a denial of disability benefits.  We examine the
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decision for two issues: 1) whether the Commissioner applied the proper legal standards; and 2)

whether the Commissioner’s decision is supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole.2

In applying this standard, the court may not reweigh the evidence or try the issues de novo.3  

Given this limited review, we find no  error in the judgment of the district court.  We have

reviewed the administrative record, the district court record, and the briefs filed by the parties.  We

agree with the district court’s determination that the ALJ’s decision comports with all relevant legal

standards, and that substantial evidence exists to support its findings.  Accordingly, we AFFIRM the

judgment of the district court.


